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About This Content

Realism is an official OrangeJuice soundtrack package of SUGURI series, featuring 12 tracks arranged by DEKU.

Track List:

01 Voyager 1 & 2

02 Nazca

03 Hat

04 Glassy Plain

05 Be My Dawn

06 Suburbs Of The Winter

07 LingLing

08 Green Bird (Piano.ver)

09 Icarus
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10 Green Bird

11 Rendezvous

12 The Things We Have To Do Now
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A beautiful game. A short but meditative experience. The music and visuals are calming and grounding. Would definitely
recommend for a relaxing late night or a rainy afternoon.. Fast paced dodging game that's almost imposssible, Only 3 people
actually won the game that's insane GG's to them.

8/10 would dotch everything in the first level to release i had to merge into the same letter again.. great game i love it!. The
price is a reasonable $4.99 on Steam. Android and iOS users can get it for two dollars. It only took me a couple of hours to
complete with the occasional glance at youtube. If you don't look for help, or want to earn all of the possible achievements there
is some re-playability but not too much.. Can you tell the difference between the Turkik and the Mediteranian Portrait pack?

I can't :7. GG LOGO BIG. What a gem of a game. Its like all your favourite classic nintendo franchises mish-mashed into one.
A Zelda/Mario/Icarus/Metroid hybrid. A "Zel-mar-icaroid" if you will. Just awesome! Buy it now!. I absolutely loved it! A lot
of people complained about the story being mired in financial plot, but really it was just the net that connected the overall story
together. To me it was all about the connection and feelings between the reader and the characters, and the journey that brought
them to the end. I felt their angst, their despair (especially Hal's) and I felt their relief, and elation. For an idealist and dreamer
like myself, the ending was so perfect, right up until this very last frame. Just simply amazing. Isuna Hasekura, once again your
storytelling is the master of my heart haha. Well done! <3

There's everything to love about this kinetic visual novel. It's deep, the characters develop and grow, the economic aspect is
intriguing, it's exciting, there are a ton of hours of reading and story, the visuals are stunning and the music is tailored to the
overall mood of each scene.. there's just not enough I can articulate as to why this is the best VN on steam :). Well, to be honest
about this game, i throught it was a FNaF Fangame and it isn't after all...
I realized that it's just horror game inside of police station that is something happened....

Gameplay:

Kinda hard to explain. But this whole mechanics was good but the thing is, i get the hard times to deal with the Owl. She simply
was like something that she would teleport and i have to use the radio to make sure she'll stay forever actually. But then i get
trouble to hide sometimes due sound cues but it's not the AI being broken but they like teleporting while using monitor.

Story:

Since i saw the first time to learn, i throught it was a dream and it wasn't, i readed the notes to understand but i don't explain
about it. However, the whole thing being in police station became trouble and then i throught it supposed to be phone guy but
the voice from the phone is just really something, so it made the animatronics to be active during the night. But in the future for
the story to end, i don't wanna also explain.

Althrough, that's all i can say..... free to play airgroup battle game, except nobody playes the game, which makes playing the
game pretty dull...
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EA Pre MP patch update Review:

The game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing. You \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing get pitted into a empty facility, that
eary feeling of being alone in fallout sets in fast. You get attacked by \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing slithers from that crazy
movie and if thats not enough there are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing spiders on acid and crazy bums rushing you. You have to
survive making this a fallout survival game better than those zombie survival garbage games. You might die from a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing fridge blowing up in your face or getting gang banged by 2 bears in an alley. Buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 And stfu. Pig.

PS. Perfect sots the pit rogue port fps for 10 bucks for 2 days worth it.. simple and hard afrer 2k points. AMAZING! This
tileset has an awesome golden sun kinda feel, and they look gorgeouse. There are lots of characters, and quite a bit of
enviornments. It does not come with everything needed to make a game, but definitly worth it. It can also be easily added to if
you're any good at art.. The only Temple I fear is POP-A'CLIKLDEADMOUSE. The game itself is good, the last part of the
end mission is bugged. Impossible to get through it, i looked up on youtube a walk through and more had the same problem. Im
talking about the dog part of the last mission, totally impossible to get past... But other than that, its as good as the other newer
Sherlock Holmes games.. This game should be tagged with VAC (Valve Allows Crap).

Don't let my playtime fools you, it's another game that made me fall asleep like 2 minutes into the game, and now I have 5 hours
which is another shame to me and my family.

The game provides you nothing but turn left, turn right and shoot. It has only 1 level, 1 song, the control is terrible, no goals, no
modes, no level up, etc.

Just stay away from this game, even if it's cheap.
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